
Incident: 076029 

TOC: 00:55 

Fire in Flat 16, Grenfell Tower, Lancaster West Estate 

Date: Wednesday 14'h June 2017 

Name : Firefighter Daniel Brown 

Pay number : 1113C 

I am posted to the Red watch at G27 North Kensington, a posting I received straight from Southwark 

Training centre in 1991 and since held for 26 years. 

On numerous occasions over many years I have visited this building on a 720 . I have not carried out a 

72D since a refurbishment of this building took place fairly recently, but I am not sure when this was 

completed. 

On many occasions, too many to remember I have attended shouts to this building. These range from 

fires, Afa's, rubbish fires, flooding's, persons stuck in lift and lockouts. 

At 00:55hrs I was located at G27 North Kensington when we received the calL 

I was riding appliance G271, North Kensington's Pump Ladder. 

We approached the incident Via Bomore Road followed by a right turn into Grenfell Road to the front 

of the building undercover of the walkway where the appliance remained for the entire time our crew 

was there. There was no evidence of a fire on route to this incident 

Upon arrival I noticed a number of members of public, perhaps between 5-10 located outside the front 

of the building. These were a combination of adults and children. 

Opening the appliance door I immediately noticed the fire at a fourth floor window located to the right 

face of the building and confirmed with the pump ladders crew that we have a job. The fire appeared 

contained within the flat at this stage with some minor evidence of very light smoke hanging externally 

around the window area. 

On route CM Batterbee and I had already rigged in Breathing Apparatus, this is something we do 

whenever we receive a fire calL Upon arrival we were ordered to grab some High Rise Gear, fight the 

fire and search the premises for any persons that might be involved. This felt like it would have been 

no more than 5 minutes from time of call and immediately upon arrival. CM Batterbee and I wearing 

Breathing Apparatus grabbed two lengths of 45mm hose, one Rosenbauer branch, the Thermal Image 

Camera and immediately made our way to the ground floor lobby area via the main entrance where 

the lifts are located. 

CM Secrett attempted to activate the Firemans Switch to the lifts however after a few attempts he 

informed us that this had failed to operate. After approximately thirty seconds to a minute the lift 

reached the ground floor and a member of the public exited the lift, we then piled in. 
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I was concerned the lift may not move as it looked as though it may be overloaded, however, CM 

Batterbee, CM Secrett, FF De St Aubin, FF Badillo and I together with many items of equipment loaded 

into the lift began making our way to the second floor, two floors below the fire floor to create a 

bridgehead. From information already gathered upon arrival and communicated via hand held radio we 

had confirmation the fire was indeed in flat 161ocated on the fourth floor. 

Upon exiting the lift FF Badillo and CM Secrett ran the branch and 45mm hose up the staircase to the 

4'h floor also plugging into a dry riser outlet I suggested to Cm Batterbee to hold off from starting up 

to conserve air consumption whilst hose management was being carried out. FF De St Aubin was 

setting up the BA entry control point. I heard a shout saying the hose was up onto the fourth floor and 

the lobby area on the fourth was completely clear and free of any smoke. At this point I said to start up 

and make our way up now which we did. We handed our Breathing Apparatus tallies to FF De St 

Aubin. From reaching the second floor to setting up, all this may have taken what felt like 

approximately, but not more than two minutes. 

Cm Batterbee and I made our way to the 4th floor and quickly located Flat 16. The lobby remained 

completely clear of smoke and there was no sign of fire looking at the front door itself which was 

closed, however, opening the letterbox there was fairly heavy dark smoke within the flat. We had the 

TIC. enforcer together with the branch. We waited what felt like approximately a further two minutes 

until the branch was fully charged. As my adrenalin was pumping at this point it is Impossible to gauge a 

correct time period for this however I can say it was quick. 

As soon as the branch was charged CM Batterbee held the branch ready. I placed the TIC over my 

shoulder and then I broke through the dosed door using the enforcer. This took two attempts as the 

first just bounced off. The hinges were on the left, handle on the right and the door opened away. 

As soon as forced entry was gained, black smoke immediately escaped from the flat into the lobby area. 

it was fairly thick, visibility low but no heat was evident CM Batterbee carried out a safety pulse into 

the hallway prior to entry. 

We progressed forvvard and entered our first room which was ahead. l believe this door was already 

open. I had good vision with the aid of the TIC. We entered this room which was smoke filled. 

Following a quick search with the aid of the Thermal Image Camera I confirmed with CM Batterbee 

that no fire or persons were in that room. At this stage I could not feel any form of heat from the fire but 

visibility remained poor due to the smoke. 

We came out of that room, turning left continuing along a narrow hallway,( it is possible we entered a 

further room or cupboard on the left at this point and but if this is the case then it is one I cannot 

remember) and quickly came upon another two doors opposite each other. Both doors were fully 

closed. 

Conditions quickly deteriorated to the point where I could no longer read the screen of the TIC. I also 

began to feel some heat I informed CM Batterbee that I could no longer read the TIC due to the 

changing conditions. The heat was somewhat increasing, but only in a certain direction rather than all 

around therefore it lead me to believe we were closer to the seat of the fire or at least heading in the 

right direction but unclear as to which door it was behind. 

So, in a narrow hallway with a door to our left and a door to our right, a wall straight ahead, poor 

visibility, unable to read the TIC and no indication of where the slight increase in temperature was 

coming from, we decided to open the door to our left, thus keeping left along the hallway and helping 
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maintain our sense of direction. This door had the hinges to the left, handle to the right and opened 
away. 

Once we opened this door we quickly realised this room was not involved and immediately turned our 
attention to the door opposite. The way we were positioned within the limited space CM Batterbee 
handed me the branch and I handed him the TIC I believe this door had hinges on the right with the 
handle to the left and opened away. 

CM Batterbee cracked open the door and I peered in. I could immediately see the fire to the left of the 
room. I watched for a few seconds knowing any water I sprayed would disturb my vision of the room 
but although the room was heavy smoke logged I could clearly see the fire. lt appeared under some 
force, My first intial thought was that this is strange. it seemed like an isolated curtain of flame from 
about 2-3 feet in the air to the ceiling but not curling round onto the ceiling as I would expect a normal 
fire in a room would do. I pulsed a couple of times both at the ceiling and the flames with absolutely no 
effect on the fire. CM Batterbee then shut the door. We knew it was important to do this as we are in a 
tower block, all the smoke, gases and heat were escaping out this door, through the hall into the lobby 
area. I then pulsed above our head to cool any potential gases now in the hallway. 

We waited a very short moment.. 3-4 seconds and then ·carried out this same procedure again, only this 
time I concentrated only on the fire itself having already cooled the gases above. I hit it for 
approximately three seconds, it was having absolutely no effect on the fire at all. I didn't manage to 
knock it down, I didn't even manage to disturb it! My application of water was not touching the flames. 
I knew something obviously wasn't right. The room was not really getting disturbed by my application 
of water and I could constantly see the fire dearly. We are on the fourth floor of a concrete tower!? 
The temperature was not what I was expecting either. I have been to numerous fires over my 26 years 
in the Fire Brigade, too many to remember and this room was not as hot as it should have been with the 
fire under some force and what should have been an expected increase in temperature due to steam 
after applying water simply did not happen. I explained to CM Batterbee what was happening and that 
we need to get right in and put lt out. We swapped rolls again following a quick gauge check, I wanted 
him to see what I was experiencing. I opened the door, CM Batterbee pulsed the ceiling once more 
and then we moved r!ght in turning left and he extinguished the fire. The room began to clear quite 
quickly and enough to a point where I could make out it was a kitchen. None of the worktops or indeed 
any of the remainder of the room was directly involved in the fire or appeared damaged by any heat 
from a fire. lt was contained to one end, being to the left as you enter the room and from about 2-3ft 
up. 

CM Batterbee pointed out that it was a fridge that he put out This was towards the right hand side of 
the back wall. sitting on something, perhaps a worktop and at about 2-3ft up. Again, this I found a bit 
strange. Whilst it explained on one hand I could only see flame from 2-3ft up in the air, it was in the 
wrong location to the forceful curtain of flame I saw which was more to the left of that wail and also only 
around 25% of the fridge, the upper end appeared damaged. The height of the flame I saw was 
roughly about a metre in height About the total height of the fridge. 

The room began to clear quite quickly. I could now see the location of the fire was a window that had 
completely given way, no frame present, just leaving a hole in the wall. 

I noticed a small flickering flame no bigger than 2cm-3cm in size to the top left corner where the ceiling 
met the waiL I took the branch and extinguished this with a one second blast from the branch. There 
was no darkening, paint blistering/bubbling, hole, damage orfire travel to indicate something was or 
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had been alight up there. Nothing was really making sense .. it was a weird event that was like some 

small pocket of isolated gas? 

Still holding the branch I turned towards the fridge to inspect all around it, however immediately I 

noticed little pieces of hot embers/light debris falling outside. All this happened in a matter of seconds 

and I was still processing all the information to hand. 

Below the window was a box/unit sturdy enough to hold my weight and not involved in the fire. This 

box was about 2ft in height. I knelt upon it and looked outside. lt was alight outside. I shouted to CM 

Batterbee to inform WM Dowden via his comms that the building was alight directly outside at our 

location. As he was transmitting this I attempted to extinguish the external fire. I was having no affect 

at all. 

CM Batterbee grabbed hold of me to allow me too lean out further and better aim the jet higher. There 

were 2 pointed protruding vertical sections that ran from the lower floors right up to the top floor 

either side of this window perhaps 1Oft apart. Fire had taken hold in both these vertical sections, left 

and right from around ceiling height of the flat. I could not lean out far enough to see how far it had 

travelled upwards but I could see that it was concentrating along these vertical columns. Looking down 

some debris had fallen to the ground and was still alight below. 

The cladding to the right hand column (my right), approximately at ceiling height appeared to be 

damaged, perhaps a bit like something had punctured a hole through and out of the cladding. I think at 

a rough guess the damage was around 1 ~2ft in length but I couldn't be sure. I aimed the jet on this area 

but I was in the wrong position to hit what may have been !eft exposed inside, I needed to be directly 

in front of this area rather than hitting it from the side as the water just bounced off of the metal 

cladding and therefore it had no effect on extinguishing the fire taking hold. I knew at this point things 

had gone from what we thought was a standard small fire in a High Rise block that we thought we had 

just extinguished to a fire in which it had the potential to eventually (and I stress eventually) reach the 

top floor. 

I was having absolutely no affect fighting this external fire in either vertical column at all even though I 

was around what seemed only 4-5ft away either side, The fire was travelling in an upwards direction 

behind the cladding. As some pieces of the cladding had either warped or begun to fall off from above, 

it was easier to see the material behind it was alight and travelling in an upwards direction, however the 

vast majority of the cladding remained in place and any attempts to extinguish simply bounced off. I 

persevered for some time, both to the left and right hand sides trying to push water through the 

vertical and horizontal joints, hoping to knock a few panels off, even hoping that the water I was 

applying may possibly force its way though, perhaps create some steam behind the cladding and 

therefore somehow travel behind the metal cladding and aid in extinguishing this fire, Desperate stuff! 

lt became time to turn around, I new my whistle was already blowing but I was determined to have 

some effect. CM Batterbee and I made our way out to BA entry control located at the bridgehead. Just 

as we were leaving the kitchen we met up with a BA crew of two who had entered the flat as back up, 

CM Batterbee handed over a quick brief and we left the flat, climbed down to the second floor via the 

staircase to the entry control point and closed down. 

After dosing down we met up with WM O'Keefe of G33 Kensington on the staircase who asked if we 

could carry out a fireground A test and report back. We reached the ground floor lobby area which 

remained dear of fire or smoke, then left the building. 
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Once we had reached our appliance G271, CM Batterbee was immediately pulled away to deal with 

something else therefore I was left on my own at this point. I went round to the back of the appliance to 

speak to FF Bills to make sure that he was fully set up as Pump Operator which he was before I carried 

out my Fireground A test. 

I looked up and across to the vicinity of the flat to check on the external cladding and the fire had 

already reached the top floor on the centre left hand side of the vertical cladding sections. That's the 

fourth floor to the twenty fourth floor. Larger pieces of debris, some alight were falling to the ground. I 

could not believe what I was witnessing! I could not believe the speed it had travelled over twenty 

floors. 

FF Bills said' there is a charged jet laid out there somewhere that was being used'. There was no one 

available to use it now. He also informed me pumps had been made twenty. So having lost my partner 

to alternative work I took it upon myself to try and protect as much of the lower flats of this building 

as possible. I used this branch to very good effect in protecting the lower flats up to around 6-7 floors 

in height to the left hand side and centre of the building. Further up the building the fire was rapidly 

increasing in intensity and began to spread across horizontally along the upper two to three floors from 

left to right There were many people at various windows, most with their lights on creating a silhouette 

across various floors looking out of their windows, shouting and waving for help in the upper section of 

the Tower. My jet was reaching approximately seven floors high. I had excellent pressure. 

After some time I decided having achieved some real success in preventing fire spread to the lower flats 

to the left hand side and centre, I should drag the hose to the right hand side as the centre right vertical 

column was well alight now and I quickly realised the lower flats to the right were in imminent danger as 

more and more levels became involved. The fire was spreading up, down and across many levels and at 

a ridiculous pace. There was a lot of debris that had fallen to the ground. There was areas of fire all over 

the ground from fallen and falling debris. This was at risk of catching the lower areas of the external 

lower ground floor alight I extinguished what was a threat to the building at ground floor leveL ! then 

reverted back to hitting the flats as high as I could in an attempt to stave of further fire spread to these 

lower levels on the right hand side. 

Looking up I was horrified to see the fire had now spread to the rear of the building on the upper levels. 

I shouted into my radio that the rear of the building was now alight. I could not say how many floors 

were now involved but I was hopeful it may just be contained to the external areas. I could not say how 

many people were at their windows but there were many at different times. Much of my focus was 

watching and avoiding debris, some alight, some not which kept falling to the ground. Also, to make 

matters more difficult, on the right of the building my view was also obstructed by a large tree and 

several smaller trees. 

After some time, for my own safety I had to withdraw from the right hand side of the Tower and drag 

the hose back over to the left hand side. This was actually quite difficult as debris, some large had fallen 

on top of the hose in various places but! was lucky in that the hose remained intact 

There were screams and cries for help from the building but I could not make out where they were 

coming from. Fire and smoke was obstructing my view. 

Whilst I carried this out I was very relieved to see A21 Paddingtons Tl had arrived to this location. it had 

been such a large area to try to make a difference with one single jet I sat just in front of this appliance 

with my back resting on the bumper, I think I was still wearing my breathing apparatus set atthis stage. I 

was hoping for some form of protection against the falling debris as I began hitting the lower floors of 
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the flats unaffected to the left hand side again. I was so pleased to see the area made up of many flats 

that I was initially protecting had still not caught alight. Reassessing however I could see the fire had 

spread across the entire width of the building of the upper floors. 

I cant remember if the Turntable Ladder was set up as a water tower at this point in time, but it wasn't 

long before I noticed it was fully extended and attacking some of the middle floors above me. 

The Turntable Ladder crew worked hard on the upper levels as I continued the lower section, The 

conditions just kept deteriorating. In fact I would say in no time at all, the top half or so of the building 

on this side was now well alight both internally and externally. Debris was continuing to fall all around. 

lt was now obvious to see many windows in the flats on the upper floors had gone from room lights to 

orange flame where the fire had penetrated into the building. This was no longer a fire just spreading 

externally. I felt the rate at which the fire had taken hold of the Tower block and spread was 

unprecedented. 

We continued to work in the ever deteriorating conditions but eventually I had to give in and withdraw 

undercover of the walkway behind G271 for my own saftey. Within minutes Paddington's TL had also 

reversed uncover of the walkway as best it could for protection against the falling debris. 

I could now see the front of the property was well alight on the upper floors. Many members of the 

public were still trapped to the front of the property. Approximately ten floors up an attempt was made 

by someone to create a means of escape by tying off many sheets together and lowering them out of 

the window. The fire was continually spreading relentlessly. The fire travelled the width of the front, 

side and rear of the property on numerous floors, causing lots of debris to rain down. 

FF Bills asked if I could work out which length of hose feeding the Dry Riser had split and if it was 

possible to change the burst length. Debris had fallen onto it and made a sizable hole. I followed the 

length as best I could but the two lengths feeding the inlet were somewhat entwined and under debris 

at the key points for identification. !t didn't appear to be causing a problem feeding the inlet so it was 

decided to leave this for the time being .. 

To the nearside of the appliance I noticed a male member of the public apparently dead located within 

the garage area. This gentleman had jumped from a window. Due to the fact he had lost a leg and 

various other injuries sustained, some bodily fluids were leaking into the run off of water surrounding 

the immediate area. I informed firefighters in the immediate vicinity to be aware. 

I could see more people trapped in their Flats above to the front I wondered if the elevated section 

above might somehow be easier to reach someone .. 

I ran up the staircase. Up the top I saw W/M Collins from A21 Paddington .. He wanted to set up a 

ground monitor at this level to hit the front of the building also rapidly deteriorating and becoming 

engulfed in fire. W/M Collins asked how I felt about running down to ground floor level, to the right 

hand side of the Tower and retrieve the Ground monitor that was abandoned just before it was set up 

in favour of the water Tower. I replied sure! No problem. As this was an area! was working in I already 

knew where this was located within the debris. So I ran down to FF Bills, the pump operator of G271 

Pump Ladder and explained what I was doing and could he keep a look out for me and the falling 

debris. I retrieved the Ground Monitor and ran it back up toW I M Collins. Another firefighter was 

sorting out the hose required to set this monitor up. I assisted and helped connect the monitor to the PL 

G271. 
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A number of police officers with riot shields arrived delivering large riot shields to be used as 

protection against the falling debris. FF Badillo and I volunteered as runners. The main entrance to the 

Tower was compromised due to the large amount of debris falling. A decision was made to use the exit 

located on the left hand side of the building. Both FF Badillo and I carried out numerous runs 

(approximately 30) back and forth from the base of the Tower to one of two safety zones protecting 

officers, fresh BA wearers, Used BA wearers, members of the public, equipment, replacing the burst 

length to the inlet and messages. This was extremely effective but for me the most scary! So much 

debris was constantly falling from above, the Tower that was now engulfed in fire. The debris we were 

running across was some two feet in depth. lt really was a rat run. Both FF Badillo and l thought the 

Tower might collapse at anytime. 

In my 26 years of experience at this station I have never witnessed such a rapid spread offire in a Tower. 

Block. Old Tower blocks are designed to contain any fire that may break out within the flat for at least 

an hour. l have fought numerous fires in Tower blocks in my career and in my experience this has 

always remained the case. lt should never spread up the block, a distance of 20 floors in minutes, it 

should never spread horizontally in minutes as this fire did. 

We left the incident approximately 9am 

Firefighter Daniel Brown 

G27 North Kensington 

Red Watch 
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